Abstract-This paper considers an uplink multiuser multipleinput-multiple-output (MU-MIMO) system with one-bit analogto-digital converters (ADCs), in which K users with a single transmit antenna communicate with one base station (BS) with Nr receive antennas. In this system, a novel MU-MIMO detection method, named weighted minimum distance (wMD) decoding, was recently proposed, as a practical approximation of maximum likelihood (ML) detector. Despite of its attractive performance, the wMD decoding has two limitations to be used in practice: i) the hard-decision outputs degrade the performance of a following channel code; ii) the computational complexity grows exponentially with the K. To address them, we first present a soft-output wMD decoding that efficiently computes soft metrics (i.e., log-likelihood ratios) from one-bit quantized observations. We then reduce the complexity of the soft-output wMD decoding by introducing hierarchical code partitioning. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method significantly outperforms the other MIMO detectors with a comparable complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of a very large number of antennas at the base station (BS), referred to as massive multiple-input-multipleoutput (MIMO), is one of the promising techniques to cope with the predicted wireless data traffic explosion [1] - [5] . The massive MIMO can improve the system throughput and energy efficiency [5] , [6] . In contrast, it can considerably increase the hardware cost and the radio-frequency (RF) circuit consumption [6] . Among all the components in a RF chain, a high-resolution analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is particularly power-hungry as the power consumption of an ADC is scaled exponentially with the number of quantization bits and linearly with the baseband bandwidth [7] , [8] . To overcome this challenge, the use of low-resolution ADCs (e.g., 1∼3 bits) for massive MIMO systems has received increasing attention over the past years. The one-bit ADC is particularly attractive because of the lower hardware complexity. In this case, the in-phase and quadrature components of the continuous-valued received signals are quantized separately using simple zerothreshold comparators and there is no need for an automatic gain controller [9] . Despite the benefits of using low-resolution ADCs, it gives rise to numerous technical challenges: i) an accurate channel estimation at the receiver (CSIR) is complicated; ii) conventional MIMO detection methods, developed for linear MIMO systems, yield a poor bit error rates (BERs) as the impact of non-linearity of ADCs was not taken into account.
There have been extensive works on the MIMO detection and channel estimation methods for the uplink MIMO systems with one-bit ADCs [13] - [16] . The optimal maximum likelihood (ML) detection was introduced in [10] and lowcomplexity methods were also presented in [10] , [11] , [12] . Also, numerous channel estimation methods using one-bit quantized observations were developed as least-square (LS) based method [13] , maximum-likelihood (ML) type method [10] , zero-forcing (ZF) type method [10] , and Bussgang decomposition based method [14] . Recently, a novel MIMO detection method, named weighted minimum distance (wMD) decoding, was presented by viewing the MIMO detection problem as an equivalent coding problem [16] . The equivalent coding problem is to find a codeword of the spatial-domain code C from the one-bit quantized observations obtained from 2N r parallel channels with unequal channel reliabilities (see Fig. 3 ), where the code C is not designable but is completely determined as a function of a channel matrix H. In this problem, the wMD decoding, as an extension of minimum distance (MD) decoding, was presented by exploiting the distinct channel reliabilities appropriately. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the wMD decoding achieves the optimal ML performance for a perfect CSIR and is more robust to an inaccurate CSIR than ML detector [16] .
Despite of its attractive performance, there are two technical challenges so that the wMD decoding will be adopted in practical communication systems. First, the wMD decoding produces the hard-decision outputs as in the other MIMO detection methods in [10] , [15] , which degrades the performance of a following channel decoder. Also, the computational complexity is not manageable when the number of active users is large. In this paper, we address the above problems, by presenting a soft-output wMD decoding and by reducing its complexity using hierarchical code partitioning. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We propose a soft-output wMD decoding for the uplink MU-MIMO systems with one-bit ADCs. The proposed soft-output wMD decoding produces the soft outputs (e.g., log-likelihood ratios (LLRs)) from one-bit quan- tizized (hard-decision) observations. This enables to employ a state-of-the-art soft channel decoder (e.g., beliefpropagation decoder [21] ). Whereas, the previous MIMO detection methods in [10] , [15] , [16] produces the harddecision outputs and hence, a highly suboptimal hard channel decoder (e.g., bit-flipping decoder [20] ) should be used.
• We reduce the complexity of the soft-output wMD decoding using the idea of a sphere decoding, in which some unnecessary codewords of the C are precluded from the search-space. The key idea is to partition the spatial-domain code C (i.e., the overall search-space) into the several subcodes in a hierarchical manner: the C is partitioned into the level-1 subcodes and then each level-1 subcode is further partitioned into the level-2 subcodes, and so on (see Fig. 5 ). This process is referred to as hierarchical code partitioning. Leveraging this structure, we can efficiently define a reduced code C r (r[t]) only containing the codewords of the C close to the current observations r[t].
• Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed MIMO detection method significantly outperforms the other MIMO detection methods with a comparable complexity. It is remarkable that the performance gain is essentially attained by the soft outputs obtained from one-bit quantized observations.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model of uplink MIMO system with onebit ADCs and review the wMD decoding. In Section III, we present a soft-output wMD decoding which efficiently computes soft metrics from one-bit quantized observations. In Section IV, a low-complexity (soft-output) wMD decoding is presented by introducing hierarchical code partitioning. Section V provides the numerical results to show the superiority of the proposed method. Section VI concludes the paper.
Notation: Lower and upper boldface letters represent column vectors and matrices, respectively. For any k ∈ {0, ..., K −1}, we let
for b i ∈ {0, ..., m − 1}. We also let g −1 (·) denote its inverse function. For a vector, g(·) is applied element-wise. Likewise, if a scalar function is applied to a vector, it will be performed element-wise. Re(a) and Im(a) represent the real and complex part of a complex vector a, respectively.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we define an uplink multiuser MIMO system with one-bit ADCs and review the wMD decoding proposed in [16] .
A. System Model
We consider a single-cell uplink multiuser MIMO system in which K users with a single-antenna communicate with one BS with an array of N r > K antennas (see Fig. 1 ). We use the t to indicate a time-index. Let w k [t] ∈ W = {0, ..., m − 1} represent the user k's message for k ∈ {1, ..., K}, each of which contains log m information bits. We also denote m-ary constellation set by S = {s 0 , ..., s m−1 } with power constraint as 1 m
Then, the transmitted symbol of user k at time t,
, is obtained by a modulation function f : W → S as
When the K users transmit the symbolsx(
T , the discrete-time complexvalued baseband received signal vector at the BS,r[t] ∈ C Nr , is given byr
whereH ∈ C Nr×K is the channel matrix between the BS and the K users, i.e., the i-th row ofH is the channel vector between the i-th receive antenna at the BS and the K users. Channel training (channel estimation + hierarchical code construction) Fig. 2 .
Frame structure consisting of the channel training and data transmissions, during a coherence time.
channel in which the channel matrix H remains constant during T time slots (e.g., coherence time). A transmission frame containing T c time slots is composed of two different types of a frame as a pilot transmission frame and a data transmission frame (see Fig. 2 ). The first T t time slots are allocated for the pilot transmission frame and the subsequent T d time slots are allocated for the data transmission frame, i.e., T c = T t + T d . During the pilot transmission frame, the K users send the pilot signals that are known at the BS, while during the data transmission frame, the users send the data signals that convey the information to the BS.
In the MIMO system with one-bit ADCs, each receive antenna of the BS is equipped with RF chain followed by two one-bit ADCs that are applied to each real and imaginary part separately. Let sign(·) : R → {0, 1} represent the one-bit ADC quantizer function witĥ
Then, the BS receives the quantized output vector aŝ
For the ease of representation, we rewrite the complex inputoutput relationship in (3) into the equivalent real representation as
where
T , and
and where N = 2N r . This real system representation will be used in the sequel.
B. wMD Decoding
We review the wMD decoding presented in [16] . This method was developed by showing the equivalence of the original MIMO detection problem and a non-linear coding problem (see Fig. 3 ). The equivalent coding problem consists of the three parts as described below. Since this method is applied symbol-by-symbol, we in this section drop the timeindex t for the ease of exposition. It is assumed that, during the channel training phase, a channel matrix H is estimated at the BS. Then, we will explain the wMD decoding which
Fig . 3 . Description of an equivalent coding problem. Note that an autoencoding function E is determined as a function of H and a one-bit quantization function. Also, the transition probabilities of an effective channel depend on the message vector w (i.e., asymmetric channel).
is performed to decode the users' messages during the data transmission phase.
i) Auto-encoding function: For a given channel matrix H, a code C over a spatial domain is defined as
where each codeword c is defined as
The code C is a non-linear binary code of length N and code rate
. Since this code is completely described as a function of channel matrix
T , this code is referred to as a spatial-domain code. Also, we call a channel code time-domain code.
In Fig. 3 , the input q[t] of an effective channel is generated by an auto-encoding function E : {0, ..., m − 1} K → C as
Example 1: Consider a 2 × 2 MIMO system with one-bit ADC, and each user is assumed to use 4-QAM, i.e., N r = 2, K = 2, and m = 4. Then, for a given channel matrix H ∈ R 4×4 , one can create a code C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c 16 } in which the -th codeword is defined as
ii) Effective channel: As shown in Fig. 3 , the effective channel consists of N parallel binary input/output channels with input q = [q 1 , . . . , q N ]
T and output r = [r 1 , . . . , r N ] T . For the i-th subchannel, the transition probabilities, depending on users' messages w = g( ), are defined as
for j ∈ {0, 1}. This is simply computed using Q-function as
where ,i
denotes a cross-probability of the channel i and
iii) Decoding function: The wMD decoding was presented in [16] as an extension of a minimum distance (MD) decoding.
Definition 1: A weighted Hamming distance is defined as
where α = (α 1 , ..., α N ) denotes a weight vector, 1 A represents an indicator function with 1 A = 1 if A is true, and 1 A = 0, otherwise. Note that the Hamming distance is a special case of the weighted Hamming distance with equal weights (i.e., α i = 1 for all i).
Using the definition, the wMD decoding is performed aŝ
where the weights are defined using the channel reliabilities as
for i ∈ {0, 1..., m K − 1}. The key idea of the wMD decoding is to allocate a higher belief to the information conveyed from a more reliable channel while MD decoding assigns an identical belief. Also, it was demonstrated in [16] that the wMD decoding outperforms MD decoding due to the use of the weights.
III. SOFT-OUTPUT WMD DECODING
Likewise ML and near ML detectors in [10] , and supervised-learning based detector in [15] , the wMD decoding produces the hard-decision outputs. Inevitably, a hard channel decoder (e.g., bit-flipping decoder) should be employed as in [10] . This approach can yield a non-trivial performance loss compared to using soft channel decoder (e.g., beliefpropagation decoder). To overcome this problem, we propose a soft-output wMD decoding which generates a soft metric (e.g., LLR) from one-bit quantized (hard-decision) observation.
We first define the subcode of the C as follows:
For any given user's message {w k = j} with j ∈ W, the subcode of the C is defined as
Using the above definition, we will compute the a posteriori probabilities (APPs) from the one-bit quantized observation
, where the APPs are defined as
We let
T . Then, the APP of the user k's message is computed as
for j ∈ W, where (a) is from the Bayes' rule, (b) is from Definition 2, P(r[t]|c ) is defined in (9) , and Z denotes a normalization factor such that
Using the weighted Hamming distance in Definition 1, the (15) can be approximately computed as
(17) Note that the above approximation is very accurate when the crossover probability of each subchannel is smaller than 0.3 [16] . Also, using the well-known approximation as (18) the (17) can be further simplified as
From the APPs derived in (19) (or (14) ), we then compute the soft inputs (e.g., log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) ) of a channel decoder. To make an explanation clear, we only consider a 2 q -QAM constellation (e.g., W = {0, 1, ..., 2 q } for some positive q. However, the extension to an arbitrary m-ary constellation is straightforward. Fig. 4 describes the coded system for q = 2 (i.e., 4-QAM). Let (τ k [1] , ...τ k [n]) dente the coded output of the user k's channel encoder. For the ease of notation, we define:
where b = (b 1 , ..., b q ) with b i ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, .., q. Then, the user k's channel input message at time slot t is obtained as
for t = 1, ..., n/q, where it is assumed that n is a multiple of q. Each user k transmits the {w k [t] : t = 1, .., n/q} to the BS over the n/q time slots. From the observations {r[t] : t = 1, ..., n/2} and using (19) , the BS first computes the APPs as Then, it computes the soft inputs (e.g., LLRs) of the channel decoder as
, for i = 1, ..., q and t = 1, ..., n/q. This can be simply computed from (18) and (19) as
for i = 1, ..., q and t = 1, ..., n/q. Example 2: When 4-QAM is used, the LLRs are computed from (23) as
for t = 1, ..., n/2.
IV. A LOW-COMPLEXITY SOFT-OUTPUT WMD DECODING
USING HIERARCHICAL CODE PARTITIONING We observe that the computational complexity of the softoutput wMD decoding as well as wMD decoding is problematic for a large K as the size of the code C (i.e., the search-space) grows exponentially with the K. In this section, we present a low-complexity soft-output wMD decoding by introducing hierarchical code structure. Note that the proposed method is directly applied to the wMD decoding. The key idea of the proposed method is that the code C is partitioned in a hierarchical manner: the code C is partitioned into the level-1 subcodes and each level-1 subcode is further partitioned into the level-2 subcodes, and so on (see Section IV-A). This process is referred to as hierarchical code partitioning. Leveraging this structure, we can efficiently identify some codewords of the C that lie inside the sphere centered at the current observation r[t] with a certain radius, where the reduced code is denoted by C r (r[t] ). This method is reminiscent of a sphere decoding [22] , [23] that is developed for conventional MIMO systems. In this sense, the proposed method can be regarded as a sphere decoding for the MIMO systems with one-bit ADCs.
To be specific, the proposed method consists of three parts: i) hierarchical code partitioning; ii) pre-processing; iii) softoutput wMD decoding. During a coherence time, the part i) is performed at once in channel training phase while the parts ii) and iii) are performed at each time slot in data transmission phase (see Fig. 2 ). The detailed procedures are described as follows.
A. Channel Training Phase
In this phase, the BS first estimates a channel matrix H using the T t pilot signals where numerous channel estimation methods can be used (see [10] and [14] for details). Using theĤ, the BS creates the spatial-domain code C = {c 0 , ..., c m K −1 }, defined in (7), and computes the weights (channel reliabilities) of N parallel channels α = (α ,1 , ..., α ,N ). Then, the (soft-output) wMD decoding can be performed.
The following procedures are required to perform the lowcomplexity (soft-output) wMD decoding. For a fixed hierarchical level L ≥ 1, the code C is partitioned into several subcodes in a hierarchical manner:
• At the level-1, using a vector quantization method, the C is partitioned into the k 1 subcodes C (1) , ..., C (k1) with ∪ k1 i=1 C (i) = C. In this paper, as the vector quantization method, we use the k-means clustering algorithm in [17] with Hamming distance metric. Also, this algorithm generates the k 1 centroids {µ (β
for j = 1, ..., N , where d h (·, ·) denotes the Hamming distance. As in wMD decoding, the purpose of such weights is to allocate a higher belief to the locations having more dominant occurrences.
• At the level-2, each level-1 subcode C (i1) is further partitioned into the k 2 subcodes C (i1,i) for i = 1, ..., k 2 using the k-means clustering algorithm. They satisfy the
Also, the k 2 centroids {µ (i1,i) : i = 1, 2, ..., k 2 } are generated and for each centroid µ (i1,i) , the weight vector β (i1,i) is computed using (24).
• Generally at the level-, each level-( − 1) subcode C (i1,i2,...,i −1 ) is further partitioned into the k subcodes C (i1,i2,...,i −1 ,i) for i = 1, ..., k , and the corresponding k centroids {µ (i1,...,i −1 ,i) : i = 1, 2, ..., k } are generated. Also, for each centroid µ (i1,...,i −1 ,i) , the weight vector β (i1,...,i −1 ,i) is computed using the (24).
• Repeatedly perform the above process for = 1, ..., L. The above process is referred to as hierarchical code partitioning because this process partitions the code C into the subcodes with the hierarchical structure (see Fig. 5 ). Note that the resulting subcodes are used during the coherence time (e.g., T time slots), as shown in Fig. 2 .
B. Data Transmission Phase
In the data transmission, the decoding consists of the two parts as pre-processing and (soft-output) wMD decoding. In the pre-processing, some unnecessary codewords (having a lower probability to be a valid codeword) are precluded, and then the (soft-output) wMD decoding is performed using the reduced code.
1) Pre-processing: As shown in Fig. 6 , this process is performed as follows.
• With the weight vector β (i) , the weighted Hamming distances between the r[t] and the level-1 centroids µ (1) , ..., µ (k1) is are computed as
for i = 1, ..., k 1 . Sort the d i 's in an increasing order and then define the index set containing the first q 1 indices as I 1 = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i q1 }. In this process, the codewords outside the chosen subcodes are eliminated from the search-space.
• Similarly, with the weight vectors {β (i1,i) : i 1 ∈ I 1 , i = 1, ..., k 2 }, the weighted Hamming distances between the r[t] and the level-2 centroids {µ (i1,i) : i 1 ∈ I 1 , i = 1, ..., k 2 } are computed, and then the corresponding index set I 2 = {(i 1 , i 2 )} with |I 2 | = q 2 is defined. Note that this process further reduces the search-space by ruling out the unnecessary codewords. 
Note that the C r (r[t]) depends on the current observation r[t] and only contains the codewords which are close to the r[t] in some sense. It is noticeable that in the proposed method, the q > 1 subcodes can be chosen concurrently for each level . This is to improve the probability that a valid codeword belongs to the C r (r[t]), with the expense of the complexity. Therefore, the parameters {(k 1 , ..., k L ), (q 1 , ..., q L )} should be carefully chosen by taking the performance-complexity tradeoff into account. Also, since he number of chosen subcodes at the level should be smaller than the remaining subcodes at the level − 1, the parameters should satisfy the condition of
for = 1, ..., L, where q 0 = 1.
2) (soft-output) wMD decoding: The wMD decoding with either hard-outputs or soft-outputs is performed with the reduced code C(r[t]) for each time slot t.
Example 3: Fig. 6 shows the hierarchical code structure and the pre-processing for L = 2, where the triangles denote the codewords of the C and the star denotes the received observation r. In this example, the code C is partitioned into the 15 subcodes (represented by the circles in Fig. 6 ) and each level-1 subcode is further partitioned into the 2 subcodes (represented by the squares in Fig. 6) . Also, the pre-processing can be explained as follows. At the level-1, the 4 subcodes C (2) , C (3) , C (7) , C (8) (denoted by the filled circles) are chosen and then at the level-2, the 2 subcodes C (7,2) , C (8,1) (denoted
Fig . 6 . Illustration of the pre-processing when 2-level hierarchical code partitioning is used. The triangle nodes denote the codewords of the C and the star node denotes the received observation. Also, the dashed circles denote the level-1 subcodes and the solid squares denote the level-2 subcodes. After the pre-processing, the black-colored triangle nodes are only remained in the search-space. by the filled squares) are chosen. After this process, the wMD decoding is performed with the codewords belong to the C (7,2) ∪ C (8, 1) .
C. Discussion on Computational Complexity
In this section, we discuss the complexity of the lowcomplexity wMD decoding for each coherence time T c = T t + T d , where the complexity is measured as the number of distance comparisons. Let N cp , N pre , and N wMD denote the number of distance comparisons required for hierarchical code partitioning, pre-processing, and wMD decoding, respectively. Then, the overall complexity during the coherence time T c is given by N cp + T d (N pre + N wMD ) . Accordingly, the average complexity per time slot is given by
where the above approximation is generally accurate since T d T t and T c 1. Thus, we assume the N total = N pre + N wMD as the average complexity per time slot. First, the pre-processing complexity is computed as
where q 0 = 1, since there are the q −1 k number of centroids for each level . After the pre-processing, the number of the remaining codewords in the search-space is
In fact, the N wMD is not a constant but is determined as a function of a channel matrix H and an observation r[t]. This is because the k-means clustering algorithm does not ensure the equi-partitioning of the code [17] . Via numerical results, we verified that the average value of N wMD , where the average is performed over a random channel matrix, is very well approximated to the complexity obtained with the assumption of the uniform partitioning as
With this approximation, the average decoding complexity per time slot is given by
which is assumed as the average complexity in the sequel.
Example 4:
Consider the uplink MIMO systems with K = 8 and N r = 64 where 4-QAM is assumed. The overall complexity of wMD decoding is very expensive as N total ≈ 65536. Using the 1-hierarchical level {(32, 8)}, the complexity can be reduced to the 25% of the original complexity as N total ≈ 16416. Also, using the 3-hierarchical level {(32, 4, 4), (8, 8, 8) }, the complexity can be further reduced to the 1.7% of the original complexity as N total ≈ 1120. In Fig. 9 , it is shown that the performance obtained with the 3-hierarchical level approaches the optimal performance of the wMD decoding.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performances of the low-complexity (softoutput) wMD decoding. A Rayleigh fading channel is assumed in which each element of a channel matrix H is drawn from an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. Also, 4-QAM and ZF-type channel estimation method in [10] are assumed. Fig. 8 shows the BER performances of the low-complexity wMD decoding according to the choices of {(k 1 , q 1 )}, where the parameters are chosen such that the size of the reduced code (i.e., search-space) is equal to 1024. We observe that the BER performance is enhanced by partitioning the code C into the subcodes with a smaller size, and the performance gain is unbounded due to the error-floor. From this observation, the best strategy for for selecting the {(k 1 , q 1 )} is to choose a larger k 1 as long as the complexity of the pre-processing is relatively small compared to the complexity of the wMD decoding. Fig. 9 shows the BER performances of the low-complexity wMD decoding as a function of a hierarchical level L. This example shows that, using the 3-hierarchical level, the complexity is significantly reduced to the 1.7% of the original complexity with a negligible performance loss. Hence, it is expected that the use of a larger hierarchical level is beneficial as K increases.
In Fig. 10 , we compare the low-complexity wMD decoding with the existing MIMO detection methods. A block fading duration (i.e., coherence time) is set to be T c = T t +T d = 1000 time slots and the training overhead is set to the 2.5% of the coherence time (i.e., T t = 25). For the comparisons, we consider the ML and ZF detection methods in [10] . It is noticeable that the ML detection with imperfect CSIR severely suffers from the BER degradation especially in the high-SNR regimes due to the impact of the inaccurate CSIR. In contrast, the wMD decoding with imperfect CSIR outperforms the existing MIMO detection techniques and the performance gaps increase as SNR grows. Namely, the wMD decoding is more robust to imperfect CSIR than ML detection although both methods achieve the same optimal performance with perfect CSIR. We notice that the use of 2-hierarchical level can reduce the decoding complexity of the 10% of the original complexity with a small performance loss. Thus, in an imperfect CSIR, the low-complexity wMD decoding can provide a satisfactory performance with a manageable decoding complexity. Fig. 11 shows the coded frame-error rate (FER) performances of the various MIMO detection methods where the coded system is formed by concatenating a MIMO detector with a low-density-parity-check (LDPC) code. We adopt a rate 1/2 LDPC code of the blocklength 672 from the IEEE802.11ad standardization [19] . As an LDPC code decoder, the bitflipping decoder [20] is used for the wMD decoding and ZF-type detector, and the belief-propagation decoder [21] is used for the soft-output wMD decoding. Also, to reduce the complexity of the (soft-output) wMD decoding, the 2-hierarchical level {(32, 4), (8, 8) } is assumed. In this example, a block fading duration (i.e., coherence time) is set to be T c = T t + T d = 1369 with T t = 25 and T d = 1274, where the two coded outputs of the LDPC code are transmitted during the coherence time. This example shows that the soft-output wMD decoding has a non-trivial performance gain over the wMD decoding (or ML detector) and ZF-type detector with a comparable complexity.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed the soft-output wMD decoding which efficiently computes the soft outputs (e.g., log-likelihood ratios) from one-bit quantized observations. This enables to employ soft channel decoder (e.g., belief-propagation decoder) for the MIMO systems with one-bit ADCs. Furthermore, we presented the low-complexity soft-output wMD decoding by introducing hierarchical code partitioning, which can be regarded as a sphere decoding for the MIMO systems with onebit ADCs. Finally we demonstrated that the proposed method significantly outperforms the other MIMO detectors with harddecision outputs, with a comparable complexity. One possible extension is to study the soft-output wMD decoding for a slowly varying channel, in which we may reduce the channel training overhead by updating the spatial-domain code and the weights from the previous ones, rather than newly constructing them.
